A new (more general) definition of the measurability concept not related to the principle of uncertainty is given. Then gravity is studied within the scope of this notion. The measurable format of General Relativity (GR) is constructed and it is shown that this format represents its deformation. Passage of the measurable analog of GR to the high energy (quantum gravitational) region is considered to show that this is quite natural in the physical sense. The results obtained are discussed; a further course of studies by the author is indicated.
Introduction
This paper presents the new results obtained within the scope of the approach to studies of a quantum theory and gravity in terms of the measurability notion, initiated in [1] - [8] , with the aim to form the above-mentioned theories proceeding from the variations (increments) dependent on the existent energies. These theories should not involve the infinitesimal variations dt, dx i , dp i , dE, i = 1, ..., 3 and, in general, any abstract small quantities δt, δx i , δE, δp i , .... In this paper the results from [7] , [8] are significantly expanded. Section 2 gives brief information that is necessary for further consideration. In Sections 3,4 the author logically develops the basics of the mathematical apparatus required to construct correctly the gravity in terms of measurable quantities at low energies E ≪ E p . Then the results obtained in Sections 3, 4 , are directly applied to effect the above-mentioned construction in Section 5. Section 5 is subdivided into two parts: Subsection 5.1, where the author derives a measurable variant of Einstein Equations considered as deformation of the corresponding Einstein Equations in the canonical (classical) theory; and Subsection 5.2, where it is shown that at low energies E ≪ E p there is a measurable form of the Least Action Principle in Gravity generating the above equations. Section 6 demonstrates the ways to use the obtained results to solve the problems arising at the junction of the classical gravity and a quantum theory at low energies E ≪ E p . Specifically, the question associated with involvement of the Closed Time-like Curves (CTC) and of the Hawking problems for black holes in the theory is touched upon. In Section 7 it is demonstrated that the methods proposed for low energies E ≪ E p may be in a natural way extended to the region of high energies E ≈ E p . In the process one can obtain a high-energy (quantum) variant of Einstein Equations in the measurable form. Finally, Section 8 outlines the problems of prime importance, the solutions of which are necessary for further studies in this direction, and the opportunities offered by the approach.
Measurability. Initial Information in Brief
Let us briefly consider the earlier results [1] - [6] laying the basis for this study. It is assumed that there is a minimal (universal) unit for measurement of the length ℓ corresponding to some maximal energy E ℓ = c ℓ and a universal unit for measurement of time τ = ℓ/c. Without loss of generality, we can consider ℓ and τ at Plank's level, i.e. ℓ = κl p , τ = κt p , where the numerical constant κ is on the order of 1. Consequently, we have E ℓ ∝ E p with the corresponding proportionality factor. Then we consider a set of all nonzero momenta P = {p x i }, i = 1, .., 3; |p x i | = 0.
(
and a subset of the Primarily Measurable momenta characterized by the property
where N i is an integer number and p x i is the momentum corresponding to the coordinate x i . Formula (2) gives rise to the following definition:
Definition 1. Primary Measurability 1.1. Any variation in ∆x i for the coordinates x i and ∆t of the time t is considered primarily measurable if
where N ∆x i = 0 and N ∆t = 0 are integer numbers.
1.2.
Let us define any physical quantity as primary or elementary measurable when its value is consistent with point 1.1 of this Definition.
So, from Definition 1. it directly follows that all the momenta satisfying (2) are the Primarily Measurable momenta. Then we consider formula (2) and Definition 1. with the addition of the momenta p x 0 . = p N 0 = N 0 ℓ , where N 0 is an integer number corresponding to the time coordinate (N ∆t in formula (3)). For convenience, we denote Primarily Measurable Quantities satisfying Definition 1. in the abbreviated form as PMQ. It should be noted,that the space-time quantities
where p N i , p Ntc are Primarily Measurable momenta, up to the fundamental constants are coincident with p N i , p Ntc and they may be involved at any stage of the calculations but, evidently, they are not PMQ in the general case. Consequently PMQ is inadequate for studies of the physical processes. Therefore, it is reasonable to use Definition 2.
Definition 2. Generalized Measurability
We define any physical quantity at all energy scales as generalized measurable or, for simplicity, measurable if any of its values may be obtained in terms of PMQ specified by points 1.1,1.2 of Definition 1 It is important to make the following remark: Remark 2.1 As long as ℓ is a minimal measurable length and τ is a minimal measurable time, values of all physical quantities should agree with this condition, i.e., their expressions should not involve the lengths l < ℓ and the times t < τ (and hence the momenta p > p ℓ and the energies E > E ℓ ). Because of this, values of the length ℓ/N i and of the time ℓ/N t from formula (4) could not appear in expressions for physical quantities, being involved only in intermediate calculations, especially at the summation for replacement of the infinitesimal quantities dt, dx i ; i = 1, 2, 3 on passage from a continuous theory to its measurable variant.
The main target of the author is to form a quantum theory and gravity only in terms of measurable quantities (or of PMQ) in line with Remark 2.1.
Now we consider separately the two cases.
A) Low Energies, E ≪ E p . In P we consider the domain P LE ⊂ P (LE is abbreviation of "Low Energies") defined by the conditions
where
In this case the formula of (2) takes the form
where the last row of the formula (6) is given by the requirement (5) . As shown in [7] , [8] , since the energies E ≪ E ℓ are low, i.e. (|N i | ≫ 1), primarily measurable momenta are sufficient to specify the whole domain of the momenta to a high accuracy P LE .
In the indicated domain a discrete set of primary measurable momenta p N i , (i = 1, ..., 3) from formula (6) varies almost continuously, practically covering the whole domain. That is why further P LE is associated with the domain of primary measurable momenta, satisfying the conditions of the formula (5) (or (6)). Of course, all the calculations of point A) also comply with the primary measurable momenta p Ntc . = p N 0 in formula (4) . Because of this, in what follows we understand P LE as a set of the primary measurable momenta p xµ = p Nµ , (µ = 0, ..., 3) with |N µ | ≫ 1.
It should be noted that, as all the experimentally involved energies E are low, they meet the condition E ≪ E ℓ , specifically for LHC the maximal energies are ≈ 10T eV = 10 4 GeV , that is by 15 orders of magnitude lower than the Planck energy ≈ 10 19 GeV . But since the energy E ℓ is on the order of the Planck energy E ℓ ∝ E p , in this case all the numbers N i for the corresponding momenta will meet the condition min|N i | ≈ 10 15 ,i.e., the formula of (6) . So, all the experimentally involved momenta are considered to be primary measurable momenta,i.e. P LE at low energies E ≪ E ℓ .
Note 2.1
Further for the fixed point x µ we use the notion p xµ = p Nx µ or p xµ = p N ∆xµ . Naturally, the small variation ∆p xµ at the point p xµ = p Nx µ of the momen-tum space P LE is represented by the primary measurable momentum p N ′ xµ with the property |N ′ xµ | ≫ |N xµ |. So, in the proposed paradigm at low energies E ≪ E p a set of the primarily measurable P LE is discrete, and in every measurement of µ = 0, ..., 3 there is the discrete subset P xµ ⊂ P LE :
In this case, as compared to the canonical quantum theory, in continuous space-time we have the following substitution:
It is clear that for sufficiently high integer values of |N xµ |, formula (8) reproduces a continuous paradigm in the momentum space to any preassigned accuracy.
Similarly for sufficiently high integer values of |N t | and |N i . = N x i | , the quantities τ /N t , ℓ/N x i from formula (4) may be arbitrary small. Hence, for sufficiently high integer values of |N t | and |N i . = N x i |, the quantities τ /N t , ℓ/N x i are nothing but a measurable analog of the small quantities δx i , δt and the infinitesimal quantities dx i , dt, i.e. δx µ , and dx µ , µ = 0, ..., 3. As follows from formula (4), for sufficiently high integer values of |N xµ |, µ = 0, ..., 3, the primarily measurable momenta P xµ (formula (7)) represent ameasurable analog of small (and infinitesimal) space-time increments in the space-time variety M ⊂ R 4 . Because of this, for sufficiently high integer values of |N xµ |, the space-time analog of formula (8) is as follows:
Note 2.2. In this way any point {x µ } ∈ M ⊂ R 4 and any set of integer numbers high in absolute values {N xµ } are correlated with a system of the neighborhoods for this point (x µ ± ℓ/N xµ ). It is clear that, with an increase in |N xµ |, the indicated system converges to the point {x µ }. In this case all the ingredients of the initial (continuous) theory the partial derivatives including are replaced by the corresponding finite differences.
Principle of Correspondence to Continuous Theory (PCCT).
At low energies E ≪ E p (or same E ≪ E ℓ ) the infinitesimal space-time quantities dx µ ; µ = 0, ..., 3 and also infinitesimal values of the momenta dp i , i = 1, 2, 3 and of the energies dE form the basic instruments ("construction materials") for any theory in continuous space-time. Because of this, to construct the measurable variant of such a theory, we should find the adequate substitutes for these quantities. It is obvious that in the first case the substitute is represented by the quantities ℓ/N xµ , where |N xµ | -no arbitrary large (but finite!) integer, whereas in the second case by
, where N xµ -integer with the above properties µ = 0, ...3. In this way in the proposed approach all the primary measurable momenta p Nx µ , |N xµ | ≫ 1 are small quantities at low energies E ≪ E ℓ and primary measurable momenta p Nx µ with sufficiently large |N xµ | ≫ 1 being analogous to infinitesimal quantities of a continuous theory. B)High Energies, E ≈ E p . In this case formula (2) takes the form
where N i is an integer number and p x i is the momentum corresponding to the coordinate x i . The discrete set p N i . = p Nx i is introduced as primarily measurable momenta.
The main difference of the case B)High Energies from the case A) Low Energies is in the fact that at High Energies the primary measurable momenta are inadequate for theoretical studies at the energy scales E ≈ E p .
Indeed, as it has been shown in [6] , the Generalized Uncertainty Principle (GUP),which is generalization of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (HUP) [9] - [18] ∆x
where α ′ is a constant on the order of 1, leading to the minimal length ℓ on the order of the Planck length ℓ . = 2 √ α ′ l p at high energies inevitably results in the momenta ∆p(N ∆x , GUP ) which are not primarily measurable:
It is clear that for N ∆x ≈ 1 the momentum ∆p(N ∆x , GUP ) is not a primary measurable momentum. From Remark 2.1 in formula (12) it follows that the condition N ∆x ≥ 2 should be fulfilled. On the contrary, at low energies E ≪ E p , (E ≪ E ℓ ) the primary measurable space quantity ∆x = N ∆x ℓ, where N ∆x ≫ 1 is an integer number, due to the validity of the limit
leads to the momentum ∆p(N ∆x , HUP ):
It is inferred that, for sufficiently high integer values of N ∆x the momentum ∆p(N ∆x , HUP ) within any high accuracy may be considered to be the primary measurable momentum. Therefore, to study high (Planck's) energies E ≈ E p , we need not only primarily measurable momenta but also the generalized measurable momenta.
Remark 1.
What is the main point of this Section?
1.a) At low energies E ≪ E p we replace the abstract small and infinitesimal quantities δx µ , dx µ , δp µ , dp µ incomparable with each other, by the specific small quantities ℓ/N xµ , p 1.b)At low energies E ≪ E p we should emphasize the difference between the primary measurable momenta p Nx µ ∈ P LE and the space-time quantities ℓ/N xµ corresponding to them in accordance with formula (4). The first, that is p Nx µ represent the whole set of the momenta P LE at low energies E ≪ E p in terms of measurable quantities, whereas the second, ℓ/N xµ , represent only the measurable small variations of space-time quantities.
1.c) According to Definition 1., in the relativistic case the primary measurable energy is of the form
where N 0 is an integer number, and at low energies E ≪ E p it is obvious that N 0 ≫ 1. Then at low energies E ≪ E p from Remark 2.2. it follows naturally that primary measurable energies, to a high accuracy, cover the whole lowenergy spectrum. Then, considering that the formula [20] , [19] to a high accuracy is valid in terms of measurable quantities and all components of the vector p are the primary measurable momenta, we can found the mass m in terms of the measurability notion as follows:
it is important to note that actually the minimal quantities of length ℓ and time τ , and also the maximal quantities of energy E ℓ and momentum p ℓ = E ℓ /c, considered at the beginning of this section, are minimal and maximal primarily measurable quantities, respectively.
Measurable Metrics and Coordinate Transformations in Gravity
According to the results from the previous section, the measurable variant of gravity at low energies E ≪ E p should be formulated in terms of the measurable space-time quantities ℓ/N ∆xµ or primary measurable momenta p N ∆xµ . Let us consider the case of the random metric g µν = g µν (x) [21] , [22] , where x ∈ R 4 is some point of the four-dimensional space R 4 defined in measurable terms. Now, any such point x . = {x χ } ∈ R 4 and any set of integer numbers {N xχ } dependent on the point {x χ } with the property |N xχ | ≫ 1 may be correlated to the "bundle" with the base R 4 as follows:
It is clear that lim
As distinct from the normal one, the "bundle" B Nx χ is distinguished only by the fact that the mapping in formula (17) is not continuous (smooth) but discrete in fibers, being continuous in the limit |N xχ | → ∞. Then as a canonically measurable prototype of the infinitesimal space-time interval square [21] , [22] 
we take the expression
Here g µν (x, N xχ ) -metric g µν (x) from formula (18) with the property that minimal measurable variation of metric g µν (x) in point x has form
Let us denote by ∆ χ g µν (x, N xχ ) quantity
It is obvious that in the case under study the quantity ∆g µν (x, N xχ ) χ is a measurable analog for the infinitesimal increment dg µν (x) of the χ-th component (dg µν (x)) χ in a continuous theory, whereas the quantity ∆ χ g µν (x, N xχ ) is a measurable analog of the partial derivative ∂ χ g µν (x). In this manner we obtain the (17)-formula induced bundle over the metric manifold g µν (x):
Referring to formula (4), we can see that (19) may be written in terms of the primary measurable momenta (p N i , p Nt ) . = p Nµ as follows:
Considering that ℓ ∝ l P (i.e., ℓ = κl P ), where κ = const is on the order of 1, in the general case (23), to within the constant ℓ 4 / 2 , we have
As follows from the previous formulae, the measurable variant of General Relativity should be defined in the bundle B g,Nx χ .
Let us consider any coordinate transformation x µ = x µ (x ν ) of the spacetime coordinates in continuous space-time. Then we have
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, in terms of measurable quantities we have the substitution
sufficiently high in absolute value, and hence in the measurable case (25) is replaced by
Equivalently, in terms of the primary measurable momenta we have
It is clear that, in accordance with formula (4), in passage to the limit we get
Equivalently, passage to the limit (29) may be written in terms of the primary measurable momenta p N ∆xµ , pN ∆xν multiplied by the constant ℓ 2 / . How we understand formulae (26)- (29)? The initial (continuous) coordinate transformations x µ = x µ (x ν ) gives the matrix ∂x µ ∂x ν . Then, for the integers sufficiently high in absolute valueN ∆xν , |N ∆xν | ≫ 1, we can derive
where |N ∆xµ | ≫ 1 but the numbers for N ∆xµ are not necessarily integer. 
and correspondingly the matrix
Thus, any coordinate transformations may be represented, to however high accuracy, by the measurable transformation (i.e., written in terms of measurable quantities), where the principal components are the measurable quantities ℓ/N ∆xµ or the primary measurable momenta p N ∆xµ .
Measurability and Its Mathematical Instruments in Gravity
Using the results from the previous section, we can define the measurable analogs of the principal ingredients of General Relativity. In the canonical (continuous) theory the vector A µ is referred to as contravariant if it transforms, under the coordinate transformation, in the same way as coordinates do:
In the measurable case the formula for (32) is as follows:
Here the contravariant vector A µ (x, N ∆xχ ), by virtue of replacement of the matrix
, is dependent not only on the point x but also on the integer numbers N ∆xχ , |N ∆xχ | ≫ 1 (i.e. on minimal variations in ℓ/N ∆xχ at the point x). Similarly, in terms of A µ (x, N ∆xχ ), we can define a measurable analog of the covariant vector A µ (x) with the transformational properties
Let us consider in a continuous theory the equality of the two infinitesimal intervals
Obviously, the measurable analog of the upper line of formula (35) should be the equality
In formula (36) and in all subsequent formulae the approximation sign ≈ everywhere denotes however high accuracy for sufficiently great
Nevertheless, in the case of formula (35) we involve infinitesimal intervals, whereas in the case of formula (36) we consider the intervals having small but finite value. Because of this, it is assumed that formula (36) is valid when the second and the third terms in this formula have the same sign (or both are zero), so
Then from the foregoing results it follows that a measurable analog of the lower line in formula (35) takes the form 
Now we consider formula (35) in the assumption that the coordinatesx belong to a flat space, i.e. the metricḡ αβ (x) is the Lorentzian metric g αβ (x) = η αβ (x):
In this case formula (38) takes the form
Taking the determinant for both parts (41) and assuming that, by virtue of
-measurable variant of the Jacobian J for the matrix ∂x µ ∂x ν when coordinates of the pointx belong to a flat space. In view of the lower line in formula (39), we have
If, according to a continuous theory, we introduce the notation det||g µν (x, N ∆x χ )|| . = g(N ∆x χ ), the for-mula (42) should be rewritten as
in a complete agreement with the well-known relation in a continuous theory
= det||g µν || [20] . Let dΩ be the element of integration with respect to the four-dimensional volume Ω in the continuous case. We denote by ∆ (N ∆xµ ) Ω its measurable analog. ∆ (N ∆xµ ) Ω may be obtained by substitution of dx µ → ℓ/N ∆xµ in the formula for dΩ. Obviously, we have
The transition from the infinitesimal volume in a flat space dΩ to the infinitesimal volume in a curved space dΩ with the metric g µν , that in the continuous case takes the form
in the measurable case is as follows:
In a similar way we can obtain other quantities in the four-dimensional "measurable" geometry as well. In particular, the infinitesimal element of the two-dimension surface in a continuous theory
in a measurable variant is associated with the element
And the infinitesimal three-dimensional volume element
is associated with the measurable element
retaining, for sufficiently high |N ∆x i |, |N ∆x k |, |N ∆x l |, all basic relations of a continuous geometry (paragraphs 6,83 in [20] ) to however high accuracy.
Gravity in Measurable Form at Low Energies 5.1 Einstein Equations in Measurable Format as Deformation of Canonical Theory
As directly follows from previous results, specifically from formulae (19)-(21),formulae of Sections 3,4, the principal components involved in gravitational equations of General Relativity have measurable form. In particular, the Christoffel symbols [21] , [22] 
have the measurable format [7] 
In is simple to derive measurable analogs of the well-known quantities in a continuous theory arising in the definition of the parallel translation.
Specifically, the formula
in a measurable variant is of the form
Note that a formula for the covariant derivative
in a measurable format is given as
where the operator ∆/∆ N ∆xα is taken from the formula (9) in which N xµ = N ∆xµ , in accordance with Note 2.1 from Section 2.
Similarly, for the Riemann tensor in a continuous theory we have [21] , [22] :
With the use of formula (50), we can get the corresponding measurable analog, i.e. the quantity R µ ναβ (x, N xχ ) [7] . In a similar way we can obtain the measurable variant of Ricci tensor, N xχ ) , and the measurable variant of Ricci scalar: [7] . So, for the Einstein Equations (EE) in a continuous theory [21] , [22] 
we can derive their measurable analog, for short denoted as (EEM) or Einstein Equations Measurable [7] :
where G -Newton's gravitational constant.
For correspondence with a continuous theory, the following passage to the limit must take place for all the points x:
where the cosmological constant Λ is taken from formula (56). Moreover, for high |N xχ |, the quantity Λ(x, N xχ ) should be practically independent of the point x, and we have
Actually, it is clear that formula (58) reflects the fact that (EEM) given by formula (57) represents deformation of the Einstein equations (EE) (56) in the sense of the Definition given in [23] with the deformation parameter N xχ (or 1/N xχ ), and we have
We denote this deformation as EEM[N xχ ]. Since at low energies E ≪ E P and to within the known constants we have ℓ/N xχ = p Nx χ , the following deformations of EE are equivalent to 
.., n be the action for the smooth curves γ specified as γ :
Then the transition from a continuous consideration to the measurable one is realized as
Here x,ẋ are considered as "measurable" functions of t (i.e. their infinitesimal variations at the point t are of the form 1/N t ), where N t -high (in its absolute value)integer, or |N t | ≫ 1. It is clear that for high |N t | we have
In the continuous case for great integer values of N, |N| ≫ 1 we have
Consequently, the equation
and hence the variational derivative S[γ] in the continuous case
generates the measurable variational derivative
where {N}-set of integer numbers sufficiently high in absolute value {N} .
Due to the fact that absolute values of all the integer numbers N, N t , N x i , Nẋi may be taken no matter how high, it holds true that
it follows that
where, as demonstrated in Section 4, the sign ≈ denotes however high accuracy for sufficiently high |{N}|.
It should be noted that the formulae (68), (70) for the measurable variational derivative are easily derived from proof of the corresponding theorem in the continuous case (theorem 1 of paragraph 31 in [24] )with substitution of the sum for the integral and with replacement of all derivatives in the continuous consideration by their measurable analogs in the right-hand side of formulae (62) (63):
Note that, as all the absolute values of the integers N, N t , N x i , ... used in a measurable consideration are sufficiently high, it is obvious that a measurable analog of the "integration by parts" at a however high accuracy in this consideration is the case in the right side of formula (63) when using the substitution indicated in formula (71) in the process of proof. And in the final variant we have the formula (70).
5.2.2.
In principle, consideration of the multidimensional case is no different from that of the unidimensional one. In this case in the continuous pattern formula for the variational derivative (67) is replaced by the formula ( [24] , paragraph 37):
Here D-n-dimensional region, d n x-n-dimensional form of the volume in R n and f
Accordingly, in the multidimensional measurable variant formula (68)is replaced by
where {N}-set of integer numbers sufficiently high in absolute value {N}
). Then the condition δI/δf i = 0 in the measurable format is equivalent to the condition
The functional I[f ] (formula (73)) is associated with the sum
where all the notation is taken from formula (73), with substitution of
) and of the measurable quantity (ℓ/N x α ) n for the volume form d n x. (This means that in the standard expression for the form of the n-dimensional volume
, paragraph 37) the quantity dx α is replaced by the quantity ℓ/N x α as at the end of Section 4 in formulae (46), (48), etc.). Then in a multidimensional case at sufficiently high integer numbers |N x α | for formula (63) the following formula is its obvious analog:
Similar to the unidimensional case, a measurable variant of the "integration by parts" is valid for the right-hand side of formula(77), with replacement of all derivatives by their measurable analogs as it has been performed in formula (74) compared with (72).
It is known that the gravitational action S EH in a continuous consideration is of the form [20]-[22]
Then, proceeding from the above-mentioned results, in a measurable variant it is associated with the quantity
where the volume element in a measurable variant ∆ (Nx χ ) Ω is taken from formulae (44)- (46), the quantity g(N ∆x χ ) -from the definition and formula (43) in Section 4 ; R(x, N xχ ) and Λ(x, N xχ ) are taken from formulae in Subsection 5.1. Finally, S M g µν (x, N xχ ), matt -term in the action corresponding to the measurable form of matter fields. In canonical gravity the least action principle is associated with formula [20] - [22] 
where δ g S ≡ [S(g + δg) − S(g)] linear in δg , and in the extremum of S we have that δ g S = 0. Due to the results from points 5.2.1. and 5.2.2. in a measurable consideration, formula (80) is associated with the expression
where, respectively,δ g,N ≡ [S(g +
ϑ , the number Ninteger, |N| ≫ 1, and in the extremum of S we have that δ g,N S ≈ 0 as in formulae (64),(66). In this case, since the energies under consideration are low, according to formulae (58)and (59), δ g,N Λ(x, N xχ ) ≈ 0 is satisfied. The well-known formula for δ g |g| in the continuous pattern of a theory [20] , [22] 
in a measurable variant for integers sufficiently high in absolute value N corresponds to the formula
to no matter how high an accuracy. In [8] it has been shown that the strong principle of equivalence is valid for gravity in the measurable form. This can be demonstrated easily as within a random small neighborhood of any point there is even smaller neighborhood specified in terms of measurable quantities.
In the continuous pattern from this property it follows that in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the arbitrary point x 0 we have g µν (x 0 ) = η µν , and Γ α βγ (x 0 ) = 0.
In the measurable form the relation of (84) is associated with the formula
Initially, the first relation in formula (85) should have been written as
.e. sets of the integers high in absolute value N (x 0 )χ and N ′ (x 0 )χ should be different. But we can demonstrate (see Section 3 in [8] ) that, for sufficiently high absolute values of the integers from the sets N (x 0 )χ , they may be considered as identical. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the initial set of numbers N (x 0 )χ is exactly so. In this way, using formula (85) and replacing the required formula in the continuous pattern by the corresponding analogs in the measurable form, we obtain the Least Action Principle for Gravity in a measurable variant.
Specifically, in the continuous pattern we have the equation (for example, formula (70) in [22] )
where M is the space-time manifold under consideration and ∂M is its boundary, dΣ µ is the four-vector normal to ∂M, whose modulus is the infinitesimal volume element of ∂M: dΣ µ = n µ g (3) d 3 ξ, where n µ is the normal vector to the boundary. And g (3) = |det g ij | is the determinant of the induced three-dimensional metric, g ij , i = 1, 2, 3, on the boundary ∂M and ξ are the corresponding coordinates parametrizing the boundary, and
αβ . In a measurable consideration in formula (86) the substitution takes place
In the last line of formula (87) D µ taken from (54), ∂M is understood as a sum over the boundary ∂M,and, finally, ∆Σ µ is derived from dΣ µ with the already known substitution (in this case for the three-dimensional case)
In the continuous pattern, due to the Stokes formula,
From whence we obtain, in accordance with a continuous consideration, the formula for a measurable variant as follows:
In canonical gravity the variation δ g S M takes the form [21] , [22] 
where L-Lagrangian for matter fields and the corresponding energy-momentum tensor T µν is defined as
Using the foregoing results, it is easy to derive a measurable variant of (89),i.e. δ g,N S M , replacing all the required components in formula (89) by their measurable analogs from formula (87) in the assumption that
,where
It is clear that in this case formula (90) is replaced by
In a continuous consideration we have the identity
that in ameasurable variant takes the form
D µ -covariant derivative in a measurable form obtained from formula (54).
The "integration by parts" is of the form
Naturally assuming that at a small measurable vector field ǫ µ for all µ the condition ǫ µ (x)| ∂M = 0 is fulfilled, we obtain the formula (94). As N satisfies the condition |N| ≫ 1, from formula (94) it follows that T µν,N is practically independent of N, i.e. we have
and we come to a measurable copy of the equation (56 given by formula (57).
So, the principal inference from this section is as follows: at low energies E ≪ E p Gravity (GR) in the continuous space-time may be redetermined in terms of the measurability notion using in GR, instead of the limiting quantities, the finite measurable quantities which are close to them and determined by the existing energies. Let us call this theory redetermined in terms of measurable quantities the Measurable Gravity (or GRM). GRM is a discrete theory close to GR but not identical to it. Possible distinctions of GRM from GR are considered in the subsequent section. However, in Section 7 it is shown that in the proposed approach the measurable form of Einstein Equations may be correctly defined at high energies E ≈ E p as well. It should be noted that the indicated form completely satisfies the Correspondence Principle, i.e. in the limiting transition to low energies we involve EEM from formula (57).
6 Physical Meaning of Measurability and Some of Its Possible Inferences 6.1. The principal significance of introducing the measurability notion is in the fact that at low energies E ≪ E p , instead of abstract, dependent on nothing small δx µ and infinitesimal dx µ space-time increments, we introduce the variations of ℓ/N xµ ; |N xµ | ≫ 1,where N xµ -integer. These variations are determined by the primarily measurable momenta p Nx µ , i.e. by the particular energies. By virtue of their definition, the primarily measurable momenta p Nx µ , to a high accuracy, determine the whole totality of the momenta (and their variations) P LE at low energies. The "construction material" of a theory is changed considerably from the abstract δx µ , dx µ , dp x i , dE in a continuous consideration to ℓ/N xµ , p Nx µ having specific values in the measurable pattern, as is directly indicated in formulae of Section 2 and in Remark 1 at the very ending of this section. The associated model is discrete but in this case, due to formulae (8), (9), it is very close to the initial continuous theory. Here the words "very close " do not mean that it is identical. Let us return to formulae (57) and (60) of Section 5. As shown by these formulae, for high |N xµ | Einstein Equations Measurable (EEM) and Einstein Equations (EE) are very close but in fact the solutions of these equations are differing. Indeed, one metric g µν (x) forming a solution of EE and given by formula (18) is associated with the whole class of metrics that is a layer over the "point" g µν (x) in the bundle (22) and is given by formula (19) . Then it is quite probable that some points based on the bundle (22) at the particular, quite natural conditions imposed on the numbers N xµ have no prototype. Specifically, this primarily refers to the Closed Time-like Curves (CTC) [25] - [28] from EE, which clearly are not the solutions having the physical meaning. It should be recalled that the curve γ is referred to as the time-like curve if the norm of its tangent vector
. Here t ′ -parameter along the curve.
It is obvious that in a measurable consideration we have the substitution
where N ′ t ′ -integer that is high in absolute value. In this way the formulation of the CTC problem in the measurable case is varied and begins to be dependent on the parameters {N xχ } (and also on the additional small discrete parameter 1/N ′ t ′ along the curve γ). Clearly, other quantities, e.g., lengths of the curves, in a measurable variant are varied too. In particular, for the space-like curve the transition from the quantity of length in a continuous variant L [21] to that in a measurable variant L meas ({N xχ }, N ′ t ′ ) may be given by the formula
The formula similar to (101) is written for the Time-like curves with changing in (101) of the sign before g µν (and hence before g µν (x, {N xχ })from "+" to "-" and with replacement of L by the intrinsic time T (and hence replacement of L meas by T meas ).The absence of CTC in the measurable variant of gravity means that, under certain conditions for collection {N xχ } for metricsg µν (x) in General Relativity generating the Closed Time-like Curves we have no prototype in the mapping (22) . So, the introduction of measurability allows for "additional degrees of freedom " in solution of the specific problems of General Relativity, CTC problem in particular. At low energies E ≪ E p all measurable quantities are little different from the corresponding quantities in a continuous theory. Specifically, L ≈ L meas . Besides, it is obvious that all the above mentioned N xµ should have the upper limit for their absolute values. As ℓ ∝ l p ≈ 10 −33 cm, all |N x i |; i = 1, 2, 3 have the absolute upper limit of N ≈ 10 61 :
The relation (102) is valid because all |N x i | are determined by the real primarily measurable space quantities N x i ℓ, but we understand that |N x i |ℓ never exceeds a radius of the visible part of the Universe R U niv ≈ 10 28 cm ≈ N ℓ. Similarly, the absolute upper limit N t may be introduced for |N x 0 | as well. In reality the upper limits for |N x i |; i = 1, 2, 3 and |N x 0 | are considerably lower than N and N t , respectively, and are dependent on the problem at hand. For example, as the atomic radius has the characteristic scale ≈ 10 −8 cm, we can demonstrate that in this case (102) is changed by (103):
In the case of a nucleus, the radius of which is on the order of ≈ 10 −12 ÷ 10 −12 cm (103), is changed by (104)
The formulae similar to (103) and (104) can be derived for N x 0 too.
6.2.
As in the well-known works by S.Hawking [40] - [42] all the results have been obtained within the scope of the semiclassical approximation, seeking for a solution of the above-mentioned problem is of primary importance. More precisely, we must find, how to describe thermodynamics and quantum mechanics using the "language" of the measurable variant of gravity and what is the difference (if any) from the continuous treatment in this case.
To have a deeper understanding of the problem, we should know about the transformations of the notion of quantum information for the measurable variant of gravity and quantum theory at low E ≪ E P and at high E ≈ E P energies. Possibly, a new approach to the solution of the Information Paradox Problem [40] will offer a better insight. Because of this, it is very important to understand, which distinctive features has a semiclassical approximation in terms of measurable quantities. As the semiclassical approximation is consideration of the material quantum fields against the background of the classical space-time, it is important to study a dynamics of the system behavior in terms of measurability at low energies E ≪ E p , i.e. for significantly different N x i . Specifically, of great importance is to get the answer to the following question: if we know system's behavior for the energy E ≪ E p that is associated with the numbers N x i , what is the behavior of the same system at higher energies E ′ ; E ≪ E ′ ≪ E p associated in the measurable form with the sets N ′ x i so that we have
6.3. Finally, the proposed approach from the start is quantum in character due to the fact that the fundamental length ℓ is proportional to the Planck length ℓ ∝ l P and includes the whole three fundamental constants, the Planck constant as well. Besides, it is naturally dependent on the energy scale: sets of the metrics g µν (x, {N xχ }) with the lowest value |N xχ | correspond to higher energies as they correspond to the momenta {p Nx χ } which are higher in absolute value. This is the case for all the energies E. However, minimal measurable increments for the energies E ≈ E P are not of the form ℓ/N xµ because the corresponding momenta {p Nx χ } are no longer primary measurable, as indicated by the results in Section 2. So, in the proposed paradigm the problem of the ultraviolet generalization of the low-energy measurable gravity (EEM)[N xχ ] (formula (57)) is actually reduced to the problem: what becomes with the primary measurable momenta {p Nx χ }, |N xχ | ≫ 1 at high Planck's energies. Just this problem is studied in the following section.
Transition to High Energies in the Framework of Measurable Gravity
As shown in this work, within the concept of measurability, at low energies E ≪ E p all small space-time variations are determined by the primarily measurable momenta from formula (2). However, a simple example from Section 2 points to the fact that at high energies E ≈ E p this is not the case. As we intend to construct a measurable variant of the theory at high energies E ≈ E p , in this case we should obtain the following:
A) some discrete model for the integers N xµ so that |N xµ | ≈ 1 (the condition "|N xµ | ≈ 1"should be included depending on the specific problem at hand); B) the above-mentioned discrete model, according to the Principle of Correspondence, on going to low energies E ≪ E p should lead to a measurable variant of gravity from Sections 3-5 to a high accuracy.
Then it is natural to suppose that in such a discrete model all measurable analogs of the small space-time variations should be determined by some generalized measurablemomenta p . = p(N xµ ); |N xµ | ≈ 1 so that on passage to low energies these momenta giveprimarily measurable momenta from formula (2) What do they look like these generalized measurable momenta p . = p(N xµ ); |N xµ | ≈ 1? In a relatively simple case of GUP in Section 2 we have the answer. And, using the fact that (EEM) (61), based on the results of Section 2, we can construct a correct high-energy passage to the Planck energies E ≈ E p [7] (
where p Nx χ (GUP ) = ∆p(∆x χ , GUP ) according to formula (12) of Section 2.
In this specific case, we can construct the natural ultraviolet generalization (11)) is a partial case of a "broader" GUP resultant in the minimal length ℓ [17] , [39] 
where β > 0. Formula (107) gives rise to the absolutely smallest uncertainty in the posi-
To attain conformity of the formulae (11) and (107), in the right-hand side of (107) we use before the factor 1, instead of 1/2 in [17] . It is clear that (107) represents a more general form of GUP than (11, at least due to the fact that the minimal length ℓ involved with it not necessarily should be on the order of the Planck length l p , i.e. proportional to it with the factor about 1. Nevertheless, we still assume in this work that the minimal length ℓ should be on the order of the Planck length ℓ ∝ l p because all the previous results point to the fact that for gravity the onset of a quantum regime begins at the Planck energies. [43] - [47] . But all the calculation are valid for the random minimal length ℓ too. Assuming in (107) the equality p = 0 and ∆x primarily measurable quantity, (i.e. ∆x = N ∆x ℓ), we arrive at a formula for ∆p that is completely coincident with formula (12) for the partial case of GUP (11) .In this way GUP, both in the partial and in the general cases, demonstrates that at high energies the primarily measurable momenta are inadequate for the construction of a theory and the generalized measurable momenta should be involved.
As noted in Section 2, the main target of the author is to construct a theory at all energy scales in terms of generalized measurable (or same measurable) quantities. In this theory the values of the physical quantity G may be represented by the numerical function F in the following way:
where in the general case N i , N t -integer numbers from the formulae (2), (3) and G, , c are the fundamental constants. The last equality in (109) is determined by the fact that ℓ = κl p and l p = G /c 3 . As shown above, at low energies E ≪ E p for the momenta we have p Nx µ = G because the latter are primarily measurable quantities, formula (109) is simplified and may be derived with the help of formula (6) . Let us assume that at high energies E ≈ E p we have a certain formula (109) for the generalized measurable momenta p Nx µ = G; |N xµ | ≈ 1. As demonstrated above, this is the case, for example, for GUP (11)),(107). Then in a measurable variant of the theory, due to the Principle of Correspondence, these generalized measurable momenta at low energies
According to formula (110), we can easily obtain its variant in the spacetime consideration as follows:
By the substitution ℓ/N xχ → l H (p Nx χ ) in formulae (20) , (21) we can have quantum analogs of minimal measurable variations of the metric and of the partial derivative
Then,using the substitution in formula (9)
and applying this substitution to all the formulae in the measurable format of Subsection 5.1, we can derive at high energies E ≈ E p all the principal components of Einstein Equations in the measurable form EEM (formula (57)). In what follows, we use for them q in parenthesis, as in formula (112). Substituting these components into Einstein Equations, we obtain a measurable variant of Einstein Equations at high energies. For short, we denote it as EEM[q]:
As a result, we have
For EEM[q] the metrics g µν (x, N xχ , q) (formula (112)) represent the solutions.
Comment 7.1. Thus, at high energies in a measurable variant we can have an analog of Einstein Equations (116) and of the metric (112). In the low-energy case E ≪ E p we know the space-time manifold M ⊆ R 4 as well as its minimal variations ℓ/N xµ , whereas at high energies E ≈ E p in this consideration we, with certainty, present only "small" variations of the space-time positions l H (p Nx χ ) (formula (113)).
Comment 7.2.
When the metric g µν (x, N xχ ); |N xχ | ≫ 1 in a measurable variant at low energies is varying practically continuously, the metric g µν (x, N xχ , q); |N xχ | ≈ 1 varies discretely and it should experience high fluctuations due to great fluctuations of the generalized measurable momenta p Nx χ , by virtue of |N xχ | ≈ 1, in a good agreement with the results of J. A. Wheeler for the space-time foam at the Planck scale [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] - [35] .
Comment 7.3.
It is obvious that in the measurable pattern at high energies there is no direct analogy with the mathematical apparatus at low energies (second part of Section 3 and Sections 4,5). Clearly, the adequate mathematical apparatus in this case should meet the two following requirements: a)it should be based on the discretely varying quantities expressed at high energies E ≈ E p in terms of the generalized measurable momenta p Nx χ ; |N xχ | ≈ 1; b)on going to low energies E ≪ E p , i.e. to the region |N xχ | ≫ 1, in accordance with the Principle of Correspondence,the above-mentioned mathematical apparatus should present the results given in Sections 3-5 to a high accuracy.
Comment 7.4.
It is important that Einstein equations for the spherically-symmetric horizon spaces [36] ,derived in the measurable form in [6] , [5] and written at low energies in terms of the parameter α a (HUP ) . = 1/N 2 a or at high energies in terms of the parameter α a (GUP ) .
, where a = N a ℓ is a primarily measurable quantity of the space radius, completely comply with their general form from Sections 5,7. Besides, in accordance with Remark 2.1, the condition N a ≥ 2 should be fulfilled as noted in Remark 3.4 of [5] . This fact was also noted in [37] , [38] , however, on the basis of another approach.
Final Comments and Further Prospects
In conclusion the author comments on the further course of his studies an the problems involved.
8.1.
As at low energies E ≪ E p all the spatial variables {x i }, i = 1, 2, 3 are equitable, all the numbers N x i ≡ N ∆x i , |N x i | ≫ 1 should be sufficiently close. At high energies E ≪ E p the numbers N x i should meet the condition |N x i | ≈ 1 and it seems that they are close from the start. But in this case there are two objections: a) at high energies the essence of the notions "close" and "far from" may be different; b) in some currently used models it is assumed that at high energies the space becomes noncommutative (for example, [17] , [18] , [39] )) and in this case the spatial positions could cease to be equitable.
8.2.
According to Remark 1.d), ℓ -minimal primarily measurable length. At the beginning of this paper, we have assumed that it is close to l p , i.e. ℓ ∝ l p or same ℓ = κl p , κ ≈ 1. But, actually, all the results of this paper, except of those associated with the simplest form of GUP (11) , are independent of the magnitude of the primarily measurable length ℓ. When ℓ ∝ l p ≈ 10 −33 cm, it is clear that for |N| ≫ 1 lengths of the form ℓ/N are very small. Of course, for experimental physics at high energies far from the Planck energies, e.g. for those in LHC, ℓ may exceed the Planck length ℓ ≫ l p considerably and in this case all the fundamental energies available in LHC satisfy the condition E ≪ E ℓ ≪ E p . Then ℓ (and hence E ℓ ) determines the natural ultraviolet-cutoff bound in the corresponding quantum theory. because of this, the following problem arises.
8.3.
A correct (without ultraviolet and infra-red divergences) quantum theory with the parameter ℓ (same E ℓ ) should be resolved in conformity to all experimental data of LHC. The behavior of such a theory in the highenergy (ultraviolet) region should be associated with the quantity ℓ. The absence of infra-red divergences should be given by the natural upper bound for N x i and determined from formulae (102)-(105) in Section 6 that, due to the condition ℓ ≫ l p , would be significantly lower and hence more realistic. Moreover, for ℓ ≈ l p , due to infinitesimal values of ℓ/N; |N| ≫ 1, the corresponding "measurable" theory, still being discrete, would be very close to (practically indistinguishable from) the initial continuous theory enabling us to solve the problems mentioned in points 6.1. and 6.2.. But for ℓ ≫ l p , considering formulae (102)-(105), the situation may be different. Indeed, as points 6.1. and 6.2. conform to the semiclassical approximation, i.e. to consideration of the quantized matter fields against the classical space-time pattern, the primarily measurable minimal length ℓ ≫ l p is more adequate to study these problems. It seems that the absence of infra-red divergences directly follows from the lower limit for the momenta in a quantum theory with different generalizations of the Uncertainty Principle (for example, [39] ).
8.4. So, in this paper it is proposed in a quantum theory and in gravity to use, instead of abstract small and infinitesimal quantities δx µ , dx µ , ..., the small quantities derived from the primarily measurable minimal length ℓ with the help of the corresponding formulae in Sections 2-6 of the paper.
Note that ℓ may be both close to the Planck length ℓ ∝ l p and considerably higher than this length ℓ ≫ l p . In the suggested paradigm all variations of a physical system which may be regarded small, as distinct from the continuous space-time consideration, have particular values determined at low energies E ≪ E ℓ by the primarily measurable momenta and at high energies E ≈ E ℓ by the generalized measurable momenta from Section 2. In this way all small variations are dependent on the existing energies. Since at the present time no direct or indirect experiments at the scales on the order of Planck's scales (i.e. at the energies associated with the quantum gravity scales) are known, all theoretical studies in this field are to some or other extent speculative. Nevertheless, considering that gravity should be formulated with the use of the same terms at all the energy scales, it must be governed by the particular unified principles the formulation of which varies depending on the "available" energies. Because of this, the results from Section 7 seem to be important. Of course, these results are tentative and may be corrected during further studies of gravity in terms of the measurability notion. But they give the main idea and define the trend towards the derivation of a measurable variant of gravity: framing of a correct gravitational theory at all the energy scales, with the use of a set of discrete parameters p(N ∆xµ ) for all nonzero integer values of N ∆xµ , that is close to the General Relativity at low energies E ≪ E p and is a new (discrete) theory at high energies E ≈ E p . 8.5. In conclusion it may be stated that the principal result of this work is as follows. 8.5.1. At low energies far from the Planck energies E ≪ E p we replace the space-time manifold M ⊆ R 4 by the lattice model (denoted by Latt LE {Nx µ } M, where the upper index LE is the abbreviation for "Low Energies"), with the nodes taken at the points {x µ } ∈ M so that all the edges belonging to {x µ } have the size ℓ/N xµ ,where N xµ -integers having the property |N xµ | ≫ 1. As the edge lengths ℓ/N xµ , within a constant factor, are coincident with the primarily measurable momenta (formula (4)),the model Latt LE {Nx µ } M is dynamic and dependent on the existing energies. In this case all the main attributes of a gravitational theory in the manifold M,including Einstein Equations, have their adequate analogs on the above-mentioned lat-tice Latt LE {Nx µ } M, giving the low-energy deformation of General Relativity in terms of paper [23] (Section 4). Energies"), the edges with the lengths ℓ/N xµ are replaced by those with the lengths l H (p Nx µ ) which, within a constant factor, are coincident with the generalized measurable momenta p Nx µ ,where N xµ -integer number having the property |N xµ | ≈ 1 (formula (113)). In this way Latt HE {Nx µ } M also represents a dynamic model that is dependent on the existing energies and may be the basis for the construction of a correct variant of the high-energy deformation in General Relativity (Section 5).
